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Abstract—The definition of a correct Access Control Policy is a fundamental step in the design of a secure information system. However, the complexity of modern systems makes critical the choice upon which model to use for such definition. This is becoming particularly true for Industrial Networked Systems, where a correct access control policy must cover all the different and ever evolving interactions between all of its heterogeneous sub-systems at different levels of the production process. In this paper, with the support of an example of a typical industrial system, we highlight the limitations of the well known and widely used Role Based Access Control policy model and we propose an alternative model, built on the ideas of the Attribute Based Access Control model, showing how it can be leveraged to easily define complex access control policies in Industrial Networked Systems. We provide also a preliminary analysis on the kind of conflicts or anomalies that such expressive model can introduce.

I. INTRODUCTION

The design and management of access control policies in modern industrial networked systems is a complex task. In fact, the number of possible interactions between users and system resources is large and continuously growing as INS systems are evolving towards distributed and flexible systems following the recent trends in the industrial world (Industry 4.0).

A correct access control policy must define clearly what kind of accesses each user has to each system resource. It is crucial for this task to select the most appropriate model for the definition of the access control policy. One of the most popular and widely used model is the Role Based Access Control (RBAC) one [1], [2]. This model relies on three main concepts: user, role, permission. Sets of permissions are granted to roles, stating what operations can be performed on which objects. Users are then assigned to one or more role, getting the related permissions. This approach conveniently avoids the impractical task of granting permissions to users in a one by one fashion.

Although much appreciated, this model has showed some limitations [3] that reduce its effectiveness when dealing with large and complex systems.

Several extensions have been proposed in literature, focusing on different aspects (e.g.: position, time) but the most investigated and promising model for access control is the Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) one [4]. This model relies on the identification of several attributes (related to the user, the object, and the environment) and on their evaluation when an access request is triggered.
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policy with our proposed model.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

We provide an example of a large distributed industrial plant, that will allow us to highlight the limits of the standard RBAC model and will support our proposal. The design of this synthetic example is inspired by typical industrial system structures. However, the “business” level, or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) level, responsible for high level management of resources and customers relations, is intentionally not included in our description to keep the example simple.

A. Physical structure and devices description

The industrial plant is geographically distributed over multiple sites, namely Turin, Milan and Palermo sites. For simplicity, all sites have the same physical structure, depicted in Fig. 1. Each site includes a Manufacturing Execution System (“MES” in figure) area and two production lines. At the MES level the production activities are scheduled and distributed among different production lines (“Line1”, “Line2”). Each production line, in turn, prepares some partial products and includes a common process area (“PROC1”, “PROC2”) that coordinates the execution of all the tasks of the production process between cells of production (“Cell11”, “Cell12”, “Cell13”,...). Each cell executes the instructions provided by higher levels of the system (e.g.: recipes from MES), elaborates the ingredients and produces the partial products that are finally recombined at the line level.

Fig. 1 includes the physical connections between the different environments so that, for instance, physical access to a specific cell “Cell11” is possible only by first entering the site, then the production line building (“Line1”) and finally accessing the cell passing through its specific gate.

Having provided the main structure of each site area, we can now describe what kind of devices are typically deployed in each zone starting from the production cells, which include devices, such as motors, sensors, robotic arms, production belts, able to manipulate, move and combine ingredients in order to compose partial products. The process area, instead, includes those devices that control the process execution, that is PLCs and DCSs. Moreover, in the process areas are deployed also workstations equipped with specific software that allow technicians and engineers to access device data and configurations. Process and cell areas usually include also many Human Machine interfaces (HMI) that expose field data and operations to the operators in those areas. Moreover, controller devices (PLCs) are often protected by some physical enclosure such as cabinets. Finally, the MES area includes high level devices that gather and elaborate production data and push commands (recipes) to the lower levels. These devices include SCADA, production servers, databases (e.g. historians) and engineering workstations.

Each object (either a device or a physical building) provides a specific set of operations. It is possible to identify the common operations by type of device. For instance a user can enter or exit a building, while he can open or close cabinets. For what concern devices in the line and MES areas, they usually provide some diagnostic and testing features, some programming operations for deploying specific configurations, and some specific operations to start and stop the execution of their tasks. Workstations, instead, provide login operations to gain logical accesses on them and to execute the installed applications.

We summarize the distribution of type of devices in the different areas of our example as in the following:
- MES: SCADA, databases, servers, workstations.
- PROC\{1,2\} (in each line): PLCs, DCSs, HMIs, workstations.
- Cells (in each line): robots, HMIs, motors, sensors. Notably, “Cell13” does not include any robot.

Moreover, the network infrastructure is not explicitly shown here but it is implicitly defined as interconnecting all resources within a site and all sites among each other.

Each device exposes one or more operations to interact with it. Operations can be either general (“read” some data) or very specific (“load configuration 2”). In our example we identify some general operations (“read”, “write”, “program”, and so on) to represent all possible operations.

Tab. I summarizes theses operations by specifying their names and purposes for each type of considered device.

B. Groups of users

In any complex system with large staff and several types of tasks to be performed, it is a common practice to identify groups of users by means of some common characteristics.
As an example, we base our group selection criteria on two aspects: the site the employee belongs to, and the areas of responsibility he/she has in the plant.

We define the first obvious group that includes all the users as the Employees group. Naturally, other three groups related to the specific site each employee belongs to, are: Turin employees, Milan employees, Palermo employees. Of course, each user included in one of these groups is also included in the Employees one.

Then we identify groups of users by their areas of responsibility, that span over different or multiple levels of the production process (from the physical level up to the management one). In our example, the involved areas are those related to the physical operations, the process control, and the MES. These logical areas are here directly matched by the physical structure of the plant. For this reason, the areas of responsibility for the different identified groups are also showed in the right side of Fig. 1. These groups are: operators, line supervisors, technicians, engineering staff, maintenance staff.

Operations flow in the cell areas are controlled by operators. The same tasks can be performed by line supervisors, which, however, are also responsible for some operations at the process level, spanning over multiple cells. Technicians prepare and test the configurations of devices in the lines, that is in process and cell areas. Instead, the engineering staff group shares the same responsibilities of technicians for what concerns the process area but extend their activities over the MES areas for the scheduling and planning of the entire production process of a specific site.

Finally, maintenance staff is responsible for the maintenance of machines and facilities. For this reason, activities of the maintenance staff span over the entire physical site and involve specifically some testing operations on devices.

It is worth noting that here we presented a small set of groups to keep the description simple. However, many other group selection criteria can be used. For instance, the level of experience of employees can determine groups such as junior, senior, expert. Moreover, in general, each user can belong to multiple groups depending on his/her attributes.

C. Security requirements

The next step in the description of our example is the definition of the security requirements that will drive the design of the system access policy. Security requirements are identified for each group of users.

The responsibilities identified in the previous section describe what some groups of users are supposed to do, while security requirements further refine what they shall and shall not do. This will lead to the detailed identification of the permissions (that is, access to operations) each user (group) should be granted with.

Operators work inside the production cells, interacting with the machines, mostly through HMI interactions. They should have access only to the devices in close proximity, that is in the same cell they are working in. Line supervisors, instead, are responsible for the regular execution of the production process throughout their entire production line. As such, they can control the execution of procedures of the devices in the process and cells areas.

Technicians can setup devices and should access all the diagnostic and test features of every device in the cell areas. Moreover, sometimes technician must access the programming features of the devices in the cells, in order to fine tune some parameters or activate specific configurations. However, this kind of operations should be performed only from the workstations that are available in the process area related to the involved cells (that is, within the same line of production).

The engineering staff of any plant site, instead, mainly operates at the MES level, deploying production plans on all the controllers of the different lines (within the same site). As such, they have complete access to controllers, scada, database workstations and HMIs in MES and process areas. However, programming features should be constrained to be accessed only through interactions with HMIs in cells. Can access test, program, diagnostic operations of each device in process and cell areas. Remote access limited to the specific production line they are accessing from.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User group</th>
<th>Description and main responsibilities</th>
<th>Required permissions and limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turin/Milan/Palermo employees</td>
<td>Identify employees in different sites.</td>
<td>Can pass through the gates (enter) of their respective sites only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operators</td>
<td>control production process execution through interactions with HMIs in cells</td>
<td>Access full access to devices in the process and MES area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line supervisors</td>
<td>Can act as an operator and manages the execution of the production flow from the process areas.</td>
<td>Includes operator’s permissions. Can also login and execute applications in workstations in process areas. Can execute procedures on PLCs and DCS. Accesses limited to the process and cells of a specific line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technicians</td>
<td>perform preparations and set-up operations on devices in process and cell areas.</td>
<td>Can access test, program, diagnostic operations of each device in process and cell areas. Remote access limited to the specific production line they are accessing from.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering staff</td>
<td>Manages the production at the process and MES levels.</td>
<td>Has full access to devices in the process and MES area. Program operations are restricted to devices within the MES of the same site he is operating from.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance staff</td>
<td>Perform periodic maintenance tasks and checks on various devices.</td>
<td>Must access diagnostic and test operations on devices throughout the whole plant. Only physical tests operations are allowed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

HIGH LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
only from the MES within the same site of the controlled device.

Maintenance usually refers to maintenance of machines and facilities. In this example we consider only maintenance of machines which involves some regular checks (diagnostic and test features) on devices to identify possible risks of breakage. As for technicians, access to test features should be restricted to physical operations, excluding remote accesses through the network.

Overall, access to sites should be limited to personnel which belong to that site. For instance, access to Turin site is granted to Turin employees (technicians, operators, and so on).

Tab. II summarizes the different responsibilities and related permissions associated to each user group. This schema is used as a guide to define the policy for the system.

D. Policy design with RBAC

After having defined the main tasks and related permissions, it is possible now to design the access policy for the described industrial system. Initially, we follow the RBAC approach by first identifying the roles and then assigning permissions to them.

Following the schema of Tab. II we start by the identification of the following roles: Operator, Line supervisor, Technician, Engineer, Maintenance, Employee.

Related to the site distribution of personnel, we define three roles: Turin employee, Milan employee, Palermo employee.

One way to implement the requirements related to the physical access to different sites, it is possible to assign the permission to enter the Turin site to Turin employee role only. So that a user $u_1$ assigned to the role Technician can then be assigned also to the role Turin employee gaining access to Turin site only.

The role operator, instead, is assigned with a set of permissions to access read/write operations on HMIs in cells. However, it is not directly possible to specify that operators in “Cell11” have access only to HMIs in “Cell11” and so on. For this specific requirement we should define a special role for each production line so to have, for instance, “operator for Cell11” and “operator for Cell12” which are assigned, respectively, access to HMIs in “Cell11” and HMIs in “Cell12”. The same happens when we consider further lines and sites.

The role line supervisor includes the permissions of operator or, in terms of hierarchical RBAC, inherits from operator. However, the definition of this role suffers from the same difficulties highlighted for the “operator” role. Indeed, restricting accesses to a specific area is not possible without duplicating and further specifying ad-hoc roles (in this case, this means to define a “line1 supervisor” different from “line2 supervisor” and so on).

The definition of the technician role with respect to the engineer one raises another kind of difficulty. An engineer, in fact, partially includes the technician permissions as he/she does not need (and is not provided with) permissions to access devices in production cells. The engineer role cannot be defined to inherit from the technician one. Even though some permissions are shared, these are to be explicitly and separately assigned to both roles. Or, willing to leverage the hierarchical RBAC features, it is possible to define an engineer-technician role to which are assigned the common permissions and to define both engineer and technician role to inherit from this ad-hoc role. However, this kind of approach is not flexible nor easily maintained, introducing unwanted complexity in the policy model.

Finally, the maintenance role is allowed to execute test operations that are accessed in a specific way (physical interaction in this case). It is not possible within the RBAC model to specify this class of operation and, for this reason, the definition of the maintenance role permissions requires an explicit enumeration of all such operations and related objects throughout all the plant sites. Of course, in large systems this kind of approach is not very efficient.

Moreover, the problem of the explicit enumeration of all operation and object pairs to assign as permissions is often recurring when following the RBAC approach. The concept of role, in fact, allows to define groups of users but no similar concept exists to define groups of objects or operations.

Finally, when a user performs an access request, that is he/she asks the system to perform an operation on a specific object, some contextual information of this request should be considered. For instance, the location from which the user triggers the request is relevant and this location can be either physical (a specific room or site) or a logical one (from an host in a specific subnetwork). Standard RBAC model does not include such information and, as showed here, is not flexible enough.

III. Policy Specification in ABAC

In the previous section we highlighted some of the aspects that reduce the suitability of the RBAC model in the definition of complex access control policies. Here we propose a different model able to express complex security requirements in a simple and compact way.

Access control policy are specified at a high level of abstraction, several model are available today to design and describe the access control policy.

As specified in the RFC 3192 [5], a policy is a set of rules to administer, manage, and control access to network resources.

As already introduced before, the most common and used model for the access control policy is Role Base Access Control (RBAC) [1], [2]. In RBAC a rule $r$ is specified by the triple:

$$r = (ro, op, ob)$$

where:

- $ro$ is a role in the INS;
- $op$ is an operation in the INS;
- $ob$ is an object of the INS;

It is worth noting that, in RBAC, each rules identifies an allowed action. In fact, there are no negative rules in RBAC.
As we showed in the previous section, in many industrial networked systems, the RBAC model is not flexible enough, on the contrary the Attribute Base Access Control (ABAC) paradigm [6], [4] is more powerful.

The new policy specification model that we present is based on ABAC paradigm, that simplifies the administration work and improves the policy expressiveness with respect to our previous policy model based on the RBAC [7], [8].

Basically, we embrace the ABAC idea of specifying access requests by means of several attributes defined for users and objects. In particular, we use some attributes to identify sets of users and objects that share some characteristics.

In this new model a policy rule \( r \) is a tuple:

\[
    r = (US, OP, OB, ac)
\]

where

- \( US \) is a set of users that work in the INS;
- \( OP \) is a set of operations that can be executed on some object in the INS;
- \( OB \) is a set of objects in the INS;
- \( ac \) specifies the action (i.e. allow or deny).

The clear advantage of our policy model, is that each policy rule can be referred to set of users, operations and objects, while in the RBAC model each policy rule is associated to a set of users (i.e. the user with role specified in the policy rule), but is specified for only one specific pair of operation and object.

Referring on ABAC paradigm where each user, operation and object are characterized by several attributes, in our model we can simply identify, in a query like form, a specific set of users, operations and objects by the specification of same attributes. This approach simplifies the policy specification work, permitting to reduce the number of policy rules and allowing the administrator to define more restrictive policies.

We indicate the set of all users within the system with \( U \), the set of all operations with \( OP \) and the set of all objects with \( OB \).

Specifically, a user \( u \) is characterized by two different attributes: \( Id \) and \( Group \). The values of these attributes for the specific user \( u \) are indicated, respectively, with \( u.id \) and \( u.gp \). In this way, it is possible to define a set of users \( US_1 \), by specifying:

- a set of user Ids \( ID_1 \);
- a set of user Groups \( GP_1 \) (e.g. Turin employees, technicians, operators);

\[
US_1 = < ID_1, GP_1 >
\]

In other word, the set of user \( US_1 \) includes all the user with an Id included in \( ID_1 \) and that belong to one of the groups specified in \( GP_1 \):

\[
US_1 = \{ U_{ID_1} \cap U_{GP_1} \}
\]

where:

\[
U_{ID_1} = \{ u | u.id \in ID_1 \}
\]

\[
U_{GP_1} = \{ u | u.dv \in GP_1 \}
\]

We use the symbol ‘*’ to represent all the elements in a specific set. For example, we identify users with the group Turin employees, with the user set \( US_1 = < *, \{ Turin employees \} > \). Obviously the set \( U \) of all users is equal to the set \( US_1 = < *, *, > \), that we shortly represent with \( US_1 = * \).

An operation \( op \), instead, is characterized by the specification of three different attributes: \( Label \), \( Access mode \) and \( Location \). Their values for the specific operation \( op \) are indicated, respectively, with \( op.lb \), \( op.ac \), \( op.lo \). The label represents the name of the operation itself. The \( Access mode \), instead, describes the type of access to the operation. In our model we include two types: physical, remote. An operation is accessed physically if there is some physical interaction between the user and the object. For instance, the interaction with a touch panel of an HMI. A remote operation, instead, is accessed through some network connection between the user and the object providing the specific operation (e.g.: a remote access to a diagnostic web page of a PLC). Finally, the location indicates from where the access request is performed. It is worth noting that, although not modelled here, all existing locations defined in our model are included in a hierarchical structure that includes the notion of physical inclusion of environments (e.g. an object in “Cell11” is also included in the “Line1” location).

In this way, a set of operations \( OP_1 \), can be specified by indicating:

- a set of operation labels \( LB_1 \) (e.g. enter, login, test);
- a set of access modes \( AC_1 \) (e.g. physical, remote);
- a set of locations \( LO_1 \), from where the access to the operation is performed (e.g. home, Turin, Line1);

\[
OP_1 = < LB_1, AC_1, LO_1 >
\]

That means:

\[
OP_1 = OP_{|LB_1} \cap OP_{|AC_1} \cap OP_{|LO_1}
\]

where:

\[
OP_{|LB_1} = \{ op | op.lb \in LB_1 \}
\]

\[
OP_{|AC_1} = \{ op | op.ac \in AC_1 \}
\]

\[
OP_{|LO_1} = \{ op | op.lo \in LO_1 \}
\]

As for the user group model, we use the symbol ‘*’ to represent all the elements in a specific set. For example, we identify all the operations performed at “home”, with the operations set \( OP_1 = < *, *, \{ home \} > \). Obviously, the set \( OP \) all the operations is equal to the set \( OP_1 = < *, *, * > \), shortly represented with \( OP_1 = * \).

Finally, an object \( ob \) is characterized by the specification of three different attributes: \( Id \), \( Type \), and \( Location \). Indicated, respectively, with \( ob.id \), \( ob.ty \), \( ob.lo \). In this way, a set of objects \( OB_1 \), can be selected by indicating:

- a set of object ids \( ID_1 \);
- a set of object types \( TY_1 \) (e.g. Room, Server, PLC);
Fig. 2. Resulting policy model for the provided example.

- a set of object locations \( LO_1 \) (e.g. home, Turin, Line1):
  \[
  OB_1 = \{ < \ast, ID_1 >, < \ast, TY_1 >, < \ast, LO_1 > \}
  \]
That means:

\[
OB_1 = OB_{ID_1} \cap OB_{TY_1} \cap OB_{LO_1}
\]

where:

\[
OB_{ID_1} = \{ \text{ob} | \text{ob.id} \in ID_1 \}
\]
\[
OB_{TY_1} = \{ \text{ob} | \text{ob.ty} \in TY_1 \}
\]
\[
OB_{LO_1} = \{ \text{ob} | \text{ob.lo} \in LO_1 \}
\]
The set \( OB_1 = < \ast, PC, \{ \text{Turin, Palermo} >, \) for example, specifies all the resources of types PC in the Turin and Palermo sites.

A. Example

Having defined our policy specification model based on ABAC paradigm, we can described how the security requirement described in the example of Section II can be specified using this model, and the advantages with respect to the RBAC paradigm.

The complete list of resulting rules is included in Fig. 2. for simplicity these rules are referring only to one of the sites (i.e. Turin, Milan, Palermo), so that “Cell12” refers to the second cell in the Line1 structure of that site.

In addition, in this policy system the order of rules correspond to their priority, that is the first rule as the top priority.

The first three rules \( r_1, r_2, r_3 \), implement the security requirements specified for all the employees of the three different sites. Specifically, these rules permit to limit the access of employees to their respective sites, i.e. Turin employ can not work on Milan and Palermo offices, Milan employ can not work on Turin and Palermo and Palermo employ can not work on Milan and Turin.

These type of requirements are implemented in a RBAC paradigm by the definition of many rules, one for each object in the three sites.

The rule from \( r_4 \) to \( r_8 \) and the default rule implement all the security requirements specified for the Operators and partially implement the requirements specified for the Line supervisors (as Line supervisors include operator’s permissions). These rules permit to the Operators and Line supervisors (\( < \ast, \{ \text{Operators, Line supervisors} \} >, \) to access, only physically, read and write operations (\( < \{ \text{read, write} \}, \text{physical, Cell11} >, \) on HMIs of a specific Cell (\( < \ast, \{ \text{HMI, Cell11} >, \) ). In addition, these rules permit to perform operations on HMIs if the Operators and Line supervisors perform the action inside the Cell (i.e. remote operation are denied). The RBAC paradigm does not support the possibility to specify this last requirement, because in RBAC is not possible to specify where the operations are performed with respect to where the objects are.

The rule form \( r_9 \) to \( r_{12} \) complete the implementation of the other requirements specific for the Line supervisors, while the rules from \( r_{13} \) to \( r_{14} \) from \( r_{15} \) to \( r_{17} \) and from \( r_{18} \) to \( r_{19} \) respectively enforce the requirement specified for Technicians, Engineering staff and Maintenance staff.

It is worth noting how rules \( r_{13}, r_{14} \) restrict the accesses for the technicians. In fact, these rules specify that a well defined set of three operations are allowed on any device in “Line1” only if they are performed from “Line1” itself. The same for devices in “Line2”. This kind of rules leverage both the specification on the source of the access request (\( \text{op.le} \) ) and the location structure of our model. In fact, by specifying “Line1” the rule includes “Proc1” and “Cell1{1,3}” but, obviously, not
“Proc2” and other cells.

Rules \( r_{15}, r_{16}, r_{17} \) show another way to limit accesses within specific environments. The Engineering staff, in fact, has complete access on any device in the process and MES areas in their site (rule \( r_{17} \)). However, the programming features of the devices can be executed remotely only from the MES area. This is specified by rule \( r_{15} \). Any other remote access (for instance from “Proc1” to “Proc2”) is denied (by rule \( r_{16} \)). The specification of objects and operations by means of (of their types and locations is not possible in RBAC but effectively simplifies the management of the policy rules set. In fact, each one of the rules specified in our example would result in a large number of rules in RBAC model.

IV. CONFLICT ANALYSIS

The use of access control policy simplifies the work of a security administrator, however the administrator must give special attention to its specification. The policies have to be well specified in order to exactly implement the security requirements and in large industrial systems this is a very complex and error-prone task. Moreover, when the industrial networked system contains a large number of policy rules, the possibility of writing anomalous policy is high.

In this section, we provide an analysis on different anomalies that may exist among the ABAC policy rules that we define in our model. This preliminary analysis is quite different to the existing work on anomalies analysis in access control policy [9], [10], [11] and it is based on the main works proposed in literature on firewall policy analysis [12], [13], [14]. Specifically we identify two main classes of anomalies: Intra-Rule and Inter-Rule. The first one identifies anomalies within a single policy rule, while the former identifies anomalies between two different rules.

A. Intra-Rule

An Intra-Rule anomaly occurs when there is an erroneous specification of a policy rule so that it will never be applied. We identify two different types of intra-rule anomalies: Irrelevancy and Inconsistency.

1) Irrelevancy Anomaly: A rule is irrelevant when one of the sets in the tuple is an empty. That is:

\[ US = \emptyset \lor OB = \emptyset \lor OP = \emptyset \]

This type of anomaly typically occurs when the system resources change but the system policy is not correctly updated. Removal of an irrelevant rule does not change the policy behaviour and increases the system performance (an hight number of irrelevant rules can reduce the performance of system).

Referring on Section II, an example of irrelevancy anomaly is represented by policy \( r_i \):

\[ r_i : (< *, Technicians >, < *, *, >, < *, *, Madrid >, allow) \]

The rule \( r_i \) is an old rule, defined by the administrator when industrial system had a site in Madrid city. Clearly this rule is irrelevant because the object set specified in the policy is empty.

2) Inconsistency Anomaly: A rule is inconsistent when either due to temporary state or permanent mismatch between the rule conditions (i.e. user, object and operation set) and the system resources there is no access request that could be matched, that is, again, the rule will never be applied.

A very simple example of inconsistency anomaly, is represented by a policy \( r_i \):

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_i : & (< *, Turin Employees >, < login, *, * >, \\
  & < *, Room, \{ Milan, Palermo \} >, deny)
\end{align*}
\]

The rule \( r_i \) is inconsistent because the administrator erroneously specified login instead of enter.

B. Inter-Rule

When some policy rules are correlated (i.e. they share some user, operation or object), an access request may match more than one policy rule. In this case, the system selects the policy rule to enforce by applying a resolution strategy. The most used resolution strategy is the First Matching Rule (FMR) one, that selects the action of the first applicable policy rule in an ordered list. For this reason an inter-rule policy anomaly occurs when two correlated policy rules are not correctly ordered.

In the following, we formally describe four types of inter-rule policy anomalies: Shadowing, Correlation, Duplication and Redundancy, using as an example two policy rules \( r_i \) and \( r_j \):

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_i & = (US_i, OP_i, OB_i, ac_i) \\
  r_j & = (US_j, OP_j, OB_j, ac_j)
\end{align*}
\]

1) Shadowing Anomaly: A policy rule \( r_i \) is shadowed by rule \( r_j \) (i.e. \( sha(r_i, r_j) \)) when:

1) \( r_i \) and \( r_j \) specify different actions;
2) the priority \( \pi \) of \( r_j \) is higher than \( r_i \) (\( r_j \) precedes \( r_i \));
3) all access requests that match \( r_i \) also match \( r_j \).

\[ sha(r_i, r_j) \leftrightarrow \pi(r_j) > \pi(r_i) \land US_i \subseteq US_j \land OP_i \subseteq OP_j \land OB_i \subseteq OB_j \land ac_i \neq ac_j \]

In this case \( r_i \) will never be applied. For example, considering the scenario described in Section II, let’s assume that the security administrator is requested to implement a new policy requirement: “Operators can not perform any write operation on HMI devices throughout Cell13”. In order to implement this requirement the administrator can specify a new policy rule \( r_i \):

\[ r_i : (< *, Operators >, < write, *, * >, \\
  < *, HMI, Cell13 >, deny) \]

In this case, if the administrator puts the policy \( r_i \) after the rule \( r_6 \), he/she introduces a shadowing anomaly in the system.
2) **Correlation Anomaly**: Two policy rule $r_i$ and $r_j$ are correlated (i.e. $\text{cor}(r_i, r_j)$), when:

1) $r_i$ and $r_j$ specify different actions;
2) some access requests that match $r_i$ also match $r_j$;
3) some access requests that match $r_i$ do not match $r_j$ and vice versa.

$$\text{cor}(r_i, r_j) \leftrightarrow US_i \cap US_j \neq \emptyset \land OP_i \cap OP_j \neq \emptyset \land \neg \text{ac}_i \land \text{sha}(r_i, r_j) \land \text{sha}(r_j, r_i)$$

For example, in the case the security administrator has to implement a new policy: “The Turin employees can not perform any tests on devices in the MES areas”, in order to implement this requirement, he can specify a new policy rule $r_i$:

$$r_i : (<*, \text{Turin Employees}>, <\text{test}, *, >, <*, *, *, \text{MES}>, \text{deny})$$

This new rule is correlated with the rule $r_{18}$. In this case, in order to ensure a correct policy behaviour with this new policy requirement, the administrator must put the policy $r_i$ before the rule $r_{18}$, otherwise all the Maintenance staff of Turin site would be allowed to perform physical tests on any devices in the MES area.

3) **Duplication Anomaly**: A policy rule $r_i$ duplicates rule $r_j$ (i.e. $\text{dup}(r_i, r_j)$) when:

1) $r_i$ and $r_j$ specify the same action;
2) the priority $\pi$ of $r_j$ is lower than $r_i$ ($r_j$ comes after $r_i$);
3) all access requests that match $r_i$ also match $r_j$ and vice versa.

$$\text{dup}(r_i, r_j) \leftrightarrow \pi(r_i) > \pi(r_j) \land US_i = US_j \land OP_i = OP_j \land \text{ac}_i = \text{ac}_j$$

In this case $r_j$ will never be activated and the removal of $r_j$ will not affect the overall policy behaviour in any way.

4) **Redundancy Anomaly**: A policy rule $r_i$ is redundant with respect to rule $r_j$ (i.e. $\text{red}(r_i, r_j)$) when:

1) $r_i$ and $r_j$ specify the same action;
2) the priority $\pi$ of $r_i$ is higher than $r_j$ ($r_i$ precedes $r_j$);
3) all access requests that match $r_i$ also match $r_j$;
4) it does not exist a rule $r_z$ correlated with $r_i$ with a priority between $r_i$ and $r_j$.

$$\text{red}(r_i, r_j) \leftrightarrow \pi(r_i) > \pi(r_j) \land US_i \subseteq US_j \land OP_i \subseteq OP_j \land \text{ac}_i = \text{ac}_j \land \exists r_z \text{cor}(r_i, r_z) \land \pi(r_z) > \pi(r_z) > \pi(r_j)$$

In this case removal of $r_i$ will not change the policy behaviour.

For example, if the security administrator adds at the end of rules list, a new policy rule $r_i$:

$$r_i : (<*, \text{Maintenance staff}>, <*, *, *>, <*, *, *, >, \text{deny})$$

This new rule is redundant with respect to the default rule.

On the contrary rule $r_{15}$ is not redundant with respect to rule $r_{16}$ because rule $r_{16}$ is correlated to rule $r_{15}$ and makes false the fourth condition.

V. RELATED WORKS

Access control policy specification models have evolved from Discretionary Access control (DAC) [15] and Mandatory Access control (MAC) [16] into the widely used Role-Based Access control (RBAC) [1], [2] and, more recently, into the Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) [6], [4].

In literature, there is not a standard and widely accepted ABAC model. There are, instead, several proposed models that focus on different aspects and different kind of attributes [17]. For instance, [18] proposes a logic-based framework for the specification and evaluation of policy rules but lacks the inclusion of object attributes. [19] introduces a flexible model with attribute and object hierarchies but does not deal with rule anomalies or conflicts. Other models are focused on specific domain aspects, such as in [20] where trust and privacy issues are introduced in the proposed model. Finally, in [21] a “role-centric” ABAC model is introduced, in which “roles” still drive the permissions assignment and attributes are used to determine roles assignment to user. This kind of “hybrid” model aims at introducing attributes in already existing policy systems but, as a consequence, limits the flexibility of a “pure” ABAC model.

In general, the ABAC flexibility comes with a cost, as it introduces new challenges deriving from possible errors in the policy specification. For this reason many works on policy analysis have been proposed in literature to address these problems.

Policy analysis, in general, is a process that analyses and checks a set of policies for possible violations of some security properties [22]. An example of policy analysis is the so called reachability analysis that evaluates allowed communications within a computer network (i.e. determines if a certain host can reach other ones) [23]. An other research area on policy analysis is the anomaly analysis that detects inconsistencies in the specifications, that can arise when two or more policies, defined by the administrators, lead to contradictory outputs [24].

In literature many works have been proposed on anomaly analysis of access control policy, and the most interesting and relevant ones are [9], [10], [11].

As previously described in Section IV, with respect to our work no one of these works consider, in their analysis, the order of policy rules, and consequentially they do not consider and classify different type of anomalies (i.e. they only identify macro types of anomaly).

In [10] Lin et al. propose a complete work on analysis of policy similarity. Specifically Lin et al. propose EXAM an environment tool that using a SAT-solver and MTBDD.
In [11] Shaikh et al. specify two types of anomalies: Inconsistencies and Incompleteness. Inconsistencies occur when two policy rule sets lead to direct contradictory conclusion. Incompleteness anomaly, instead, exists when no rule is defined for some situations. These first kind of anomalies is analysed in our model in the inter-rule anomalies.

Finally, in [9] Fisler et al., introduced for the fist time the change-impact analysis. This analysis consumes two policies that span a set of changes and summarizes the differences between the two policies. Fisler et al. implement this type of anomaly analysis using the Multi-Terminal Decision Diagrams (MTTDD).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper we highlighted some of the limitations of the RBAC model when applied to the definition of access control policies in complex systems. To overcome such problems we proposed a new access control model, following the main ideas behind the ABAC model. In particular we showed how the proper selection of attributes for objects and users and their access requests, simplifies the definition of complex access control rules. Of course, our approach is general enough to be applicable also with different sets of attributes that can better suit different systems. We presented a typical industrial system that, even if kept small for clarity, is already complex enough to demonstrate how a more flexible model, such as the one presented here, is useful and can overcome some of the limitations of the RBAC model. However, we do recognize that a more powerful language for model specification can introduce subtle errors or inefficiencies in the specification itself if not carefully applied. For this reason, we identified and defined the possible types of anomalies and conflicts that can arise among different rules. The next steps in the complete definition of our approach are in two directions: increasing the flexibility and capabilities of the specification language (including, for instance, time related attributes) and, accordingly, extending the definition of the possible anomalies and conflicts while also providing a specific resolution strategy to avoid or solve these issues.

Moreover, the formal definition of our model and related analysis will be supported by the development of software tool able to perform semi-automated validation and analysis of provided policies.
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